1.7 Selected examples of Etoro`s poor customer service and bad reviews.
In November 2020 after previously Claiming buy crypto “Fully Regulated” and later “Fully
Regulated Platform”,, they decided they had enough users lured in by this false, legally misleading
feeling of security and changed text from fully regulated platform to
“ Trusted by Millions”

Web print screen from 05.11.2020
However, comparing their TrustPilot.org reviews to other leading brokers they are a mere 2/5
compared to 4/5 by 3 top brokers, and much of reviews report major problems like blocked or
appropriated withdrawals etc. So, truth is, millions joined (13 mln users in 2020) but their trust was
quickly failed which is prevalent on Trust Pilot and forum reviews with ever growing evidence how
this company ignores customer basic rights (like withdrawal of own funds) and other harmful
tactics, (negligence, misrepresentation, account statements manipulation, appropriation of funds,
unjust termination etc see my case for details).

Etoro vs other leading Trading and Crypto trading platforms

Other leading Trading and Crypto trading platforms where users trust was not failed

1.8. Best evidence of Etoro`s negligence and poor customer service.

Jay on Etoro`s main Website November 2020

Etoros Popular Investor Jay Nemesis confirms openly in forums that he receives over 20 complaints about
Etoro daily, that`s 7300 dissatisfied Etoro users a year! Users go to him as they often copy his trades, to
find resolution of their problems, because Etoro customer service is ignorant or simply un-just.

Reddit blog 06.12.2020
ttps://www.reddit.com/r/Etoro/comments/k2lfbh/etoro_warning_the_true_risks_story_of_abused/

Jay also confirms that he receives once a month email from user who`s account was unjustly terminated. “I
get an email or DM about this kind of thing once a month”. That’s at least 12 Accounts Terminated a year!

Just the accounts that copy James Nemesis, what about other accounts? See another Jay`s Reddit post below,
confirming scale of Etoro Account Terminations.

Reddit blog 29.11.2020
ttps://www.reddit.com/r/Etoro/comments/k2lfbh/etoro_warning_the_true_risks_story_of_abused

Do you need stronger proof how Etoro is neglecting customers, and unjustly terminating their
accounts, than hearing it from their top affiliate?

